Location
1701 Mercy Health Place,
Cincinatti, OH

Room Types
Open Plan, Private Offices,
Huddle, Focus, Wellness and
Prayer Rooms

Furniture Lines Used
Xsite, Wish, Bingo, Bloom,
Teem, Flip, Dock, Villa, Kimball
By Design Program

Industry
Healthcare Corporate Office

Square Footage
368,447

Dealer
Williams Interior Design and
Osterman Cron

Mercy Health-Corporate Office

The Company
Mercy Health makes quality healthcare easy to help patients
and the community be well in body, mind and spirit. As
a premier healthcare provider with more than 80 network
locations throughout Cincinnati, Mercy Health has been
serving Greater Cincinnati neighborhoods for more than 160
years. Their services include care for all aspects of life from
maternity to senior care, primary and specialty care physician
practices, outpatient centers, social service agencies and
fitness centers to a variety of outreach programs. Mercy Health
features a staff of 9,000 employees and is affiliated with more
than 1,800 physicians who represent a wide array of medical
and surgical specialties.

The Challenge
Change is scary, especially for the daunting transition
expected for Mercy Health. To better support the entire
ministry of over 34,000 employees across Ohio and Kentucky,
Mercy Health announced their building of a new office
location, and their plans to merge two Mercy Health offices
into one. Their progressive strategy focused on two main
changes - creating a healthier workplace for employees, and
designing an environment enhancing collaboration.

Awarded as one of the “Top 15 Health Systems in the Nation”,
Mercy wanted to continue providing healthy solutions for
their patients, while also catering heavily to another grouptheir employees. In addition, many Mercy Health employees
had been serving the healthcare provider for not just years,
but decades. Therefore, the dramatic transition to an open
office plan with hundreds of new coworkers created unique
challenges - the synchronization of new vs. familiar, and the
delicate balance of promoting collaboration without hindering
privacy.

Challenge

The Solution
First and foremost, Mercy Health’s main goal was to create
a worry free move for employees. As uncertainty can cause
more stress, Mercy’s team kept employees informed by
recording video updates throughout the construction process
and explaining progress along the way. Mercy also formed
employee user groups to test out potential furniture, giving
them insight of employee’s opinions.

As their main initiative to promote health and wellness, Mercy
looked to a partner that could provide them with furniture
allowing employees to alternate between sitting and standing,
as well as a partnership that would last long after the project
was complete. They also heavily weighed options based off
of budget, timeline, and the favorite pick of focus groups.
Kimball met all their requirements.

“Kimball listened to the wants and needs of our
customer...our employees... and offered a workstation
that accommodated both requests. Based on employee
feedback and conversations with Kimball, we designed the
best workstation for our workplace,” stated Nicole Bellman,
Director, Real Estate at Mercy Health.

To encourage the option for employees to stand, Priority
height adjustable desks were provided in 91 private offices
and 1,224 workstations.

Mercy Health also faced one unique challenge. It was quite
common for employees from different branches to stop in and
need a place to work for the day, or even the week. As the
Home Office, this space now had an important responsibility
– to provide a space for visitors to feel like home.

Solution

Kimball’s unique solution was Xsite, which had the ability
to transform a workstation to benching option. Thirty seven
huddle stations and ninety five touchdown stations gave
employees as well as visitors the flexibility to create a
space that worked best for their individual needs, all while
effortlessly transforming to areas of collaboration where need
be. Technology access and special presentation capabilities
became available through Teem media settings paired with
Flip chairs, and Dock tables with Bingo stools created sleek,
productive spaces for huddle rooms. Villa seating and Bloom
tables and chairs created a gathering place for employees,
encouraging impromptu meetings.

The Outcome
Mercy Health achieved their goal as becoming a model
employer for wellness. Along with the standing desk options
offered in over a thousand workstations, a walking track was
installed around the property, and a full service dining area
offered many delicious healthy choices.

Kimball took this initiative one step further through
considering the environment. The Kimball factory carefully
wrapped all office chairs in a unique, highly sustainable
process to reduce the amount of packaging and waste. In
addition, the involvement of the Kimball Leadership team
brought a personal partnership to the project that set Kimball
apart from others.

“The Kimball team has been instrumental in making this
project a success. From the very beginning it was a “build to
suit” attitude from Kimball and OstermanCron and we
appreciate and value their partnership,” stated Bellman.
As a result of high quality furniture, a talented unit of furniture
professionals, and a leadership team with their employees’
interest at heart, a new Mercy Health was created - more
unified than before. What began as an overwhelming,
unfamiliar concept is now the incredible spectacle of a
workplace that over 2,000 employees call home.

Outcome

